Abstract. In this article we provide an analysis of existing methods for the incorporation of color in bag-of-words based image representations. We propose a list of desired properties on which bases fusing methods can be compared. We discuss existing methods and indicate shortcomings of the two well-known fusing methods, namely early and late fusion. Several recent works have addressed these shortcomings by exploiting top-down information in the bag-of-words pipeline: color attention which is motivated from human vision, and Portmanteau vocabularies which are based on information theoretic compression of product vocabularies. We point out several remaining challenges in cue fusion and provide directions for future research.
Introduction
Bag-of-words based object recognition has been among the most successful approaches to object recognition [1] [2] . The method represents an image as an orderless collection of local regions, where in general local regions are discretized into a visual vocabulary. Images are represented as a histogram over the visual vocabulary. The method has been shown to obtain excellent results in image classification [1] , object detection [3] and image retrieval [4] .
The local regions in the images are generally represented by a shape descriptor, predominantly the SIFT descriptor [5] . Color was simultaneously introduced into bag-of-words in [6] [7] . Van de Weijer and Schmid [6] proposed to extend the SIFT descriptor with photometric invariant color features. Bosch and Zisserman [7] applied the SIFT descriptor separately on the HSV channels, and concatenated the features of the channels into one single HSV-SIFT feature for each local feature. This idea was further developed and evaluated extensively by Van de Sande et al. [8] . These methods to fuse color and shape are called early fusion methods, because they combine the cues before the vocabulary construction.
Several methods explore the combination of multiple features at the classification stage, among which the well-known multi-kernel methods (MKL) [9] . A weighted linear combination of kernels is employed, where each feature is represented by multiple kernels. Gehler and Nowozin [10] showed that for image classification product of different kernels often provides comparable results to MKL. These methods are typically late fusion methods, because separate image representation for color and shape are constructed after which they are combined at the classifier stage. More recently, Fernando et al. [11] propose to compute a class specific vocabulary, where the visual words are selected from various vocabularies of different cues. The image representations which we discuss in this article can be used as input the MKL methods to further improve performance.
Much research has been dedicated to the investigation of what color feature is optimal to be combined with shape [12] [6] [8] . The performance gain obtained by color depends -not surprisingly -on the importance of color in the data set: changing from gains of up to 20% on e.g. sports and flower data sets to only a few percent on PASCAL VOC data set. The small gains obtained on the latter have triggered more research on how to optimally combine shape and color [13] [14] . These works propose alternatives to the early and late fusion scheme.
In this paper, we analyze existing methods for combining shape and color. We start in Section 2 by listing a number of properties which are desirable for combination methods. Next, in Section 3 we discuss early and late fusion in more detail. A method motivated from human vision, called color attention [14] , is analyzed in Section 4 and a special vocabulary construction method, known as Portmanteau vocabularies [13] , is investigated in Section 5. We finalize with a discussion and future direction to further improve color and shape fusing.
Color in Bag-of-Words Image Representations
Traditionally, bag-of-word representations for object recognition are based on a single cue. In this case the features in the image are represented by a single visual vocabulary. Images are represented by the frequency histogram over the visual words. This representation is often improved with spatial pyramid to incorporate spatial information [15] . The image representations are subsequently provided to a classifier, predominantly an SVM, for image classification. Outside image classification, bag-of-words image representations have also been applied to object recognition [3] and to image retrieval [4] .
For long, research focussed on finding the optimal color descriptor to combine with shape. Several evaluation articles exists, see e.g. [6] [8] . In general features based on photometric invariance obtain good results [6] [8] . Also, in several studies the color name descriptor [16] [17] , which is based on color terms which humans use to communicate, obtained excellent results [13] . Recently, a bio-inspired descriptor was shown to obtain excellent results [18] . An evaluation of the impact of color in the detection phase is available in [19] . In this article, we focuss on (after having picked a color feature) the optimal approach to fuse it with shape.
Incorporating multiple cues (in our case fusing shape and color) into the bagof-words representation can be done in many ways, and we will discuss several of them. Before doing so, we enumerate the properties which are expected to be of importance for a successful fusing method: -Cue compactness: cues are represented by separate vocabularies. This prevents difficulties which arise from learning vocabularies in combined feature spaces. In addition, when categories are only constant over one of the cues (for example cars are constant over shape but vary over color), then cue compactness ensures that the representation is not spread-out. -Cue binding: cues are combined at the pixel, meaning that if both cues at the same location are positively correlated with a certain class they will reinforce each other. -Cue weighting: the relative weight of color and shape in the final image representation can be tuned. This is often achieved by means of cross validation. -Category scalability: the representation scales for large-scale classification problems, which typically contain hundreds of classes. Desirable is that the representation size is independent of the number of classes. -Multi-cue scalability: the representation allows for multiple cues. Next to color one could for example also consider texture, optical flow, etc.
We will discuss the presence and absence of these properties for several combination methods in the following sections.
Early and Late Fusion
In this section, we review the two most popular methods to combine color and shape in the bag-of-words framework. They are called early and late fusion. The nomenclature early or late is dependent on whether the fusion is done before or after the vocabulary construction. We will discuss advantages and disadvantages of both methods. We start by introducing some mathematical notations. In bag-of-words a number of local features f ij , j=1...M i are detected in each image I i , i=1,2,...,N , where M i is the total number of features in image i. The local features are represented in visual vocabularies which describe various image cues such as shape and color. We assume that visual vocabularies for the cues are available,
with the visual words w k n , n=1,2,...,V k and k ∈ {s, c, sc} for the two separate cues shape and color and for the combined visual vocabulary of color and shape.
In the case of late fusion, the features f ij are quantized into a pair of visual words (w s ij , w c ij ). Separate frequency histograms for shape and color (k ∈ {s, c}) are constructed according to: 
The final representation of the image is then a concatenation of the shape and the color frequency histogram. Often a parameter balancing the relative weight of color and shape is introduced when concatenating the two histograms. This parameter is typically optimized with cross-validation. In the case of early fusion, the features of color and shape are concatenated before assignment to the vocabulary, after which the image representation is built with:
The final representation of the image is a single multi-cue histogram n ( w sc n |I i ) . Here, also a weighting parameter between shape and color could be considered. However, because this parameter changes the vocabulary construction, it is often considered unfeasible due to the high computational cost.
Product vocabularies, which are a special case of early fusion vocabularies, are a good way to understand the differences between early and late fusion. A product vocabulary is constructed by combining every word in the shape vocabulary with every word in the color vocabulary. An example is provided in Figure 2 . Now consider early and late fusion for this simple case. The late fusion representation would consist out of a histogram over the shapes (circle, star, and triangle), and a separate histogram over the colors (red, yellow, and blue). The early fusion representation would be a histogram over the nine words which are formed by combining all shapes with all colors. Consider now the case that we want to find all images which contain yellow stars (e.g. in children drawings). This is difficult for late fusion since we have one histogram telling us of the presence of a star in the image, and another tells us of the presence of yellow, but we are not sure whether both events happened at the same location in the image. From early fusion, which has a single word for yellow stars, it is easy to infer its presence. If we instead, we want to find all images containing balloons (represented by colored circles), late fusion would provide a good representation, since all balloons are assigned to the circle shape. In this case early fusion would complicate the task of the classifier, since balloons are now represented by multiple words (red circles, blue circles, etc.). In general, classes which have color-shape dependency (like the yellow star) are better represented by early fusion. Instead, classes which have color and shape independency, like most man-made classes (and our balloon example), are better represented by late fusion.
In Table 1 an overview of the properties of early and late fusion is provided. The joined vocabulary which is used in early fusion results in the absence of cue compactness, however it ensures cue binding. In theory feature weighting is possible, but since it is computationally costly, in practice we do not attribute this property to early fusion. Late fusion, does have cue compactness, but lacks cue binding. However, it does allow for feature binding. Both, methods scale relatively well with the number of categories. Late fusion does further scale with the number of cues, which is not the case for early fusion. In the case the of early fusion, the problems which are already becoming evident when constructing a vocabulary for two cues, are only expected to augment for multiple cues.
Color Attention
The color attention approach [14] to combining shape and color is motivated from human vision research, where it is widely believed that the basic features of visual objects such as color and shape are loosely bundled into objects before the arrival of attention [20] . The two well known theories providing the evidence that attention is involved to bind the basic features into a recognizable object are Feature Integration Theory [21] and Guided Search [22] . It is further asserted from these two models that the basic features are initially represented separately before they are integrated at a later stage in the presence of attention. Among several properties of visual stimuli, only few are used to control the deployment of visual attention [23] . Color is one such attribute which is undoubtedly used to guide visual attention [23] .
The idea of attention can be introduced into the bag-of-words framework with:
where
is the probability of the class given the color word of the j th local feature of the i th image and is dependent on both the location x ij and the class.
is measured from the labeled training set. In color attention-based bag-of-words the functionality of shape and color have been separated. The color cue is used as the attention cue, and modulates the shape feature (which is called the descriptor cue). The weights p ( class|w
can be interpreted as attention maps, which for every pixel in the image give the probability of the class given the color at that location. An overview of the method is provided in Figure 3 . The main difference to standard bag-of-words is that shape-features have more importance in regions with high attention. Note that all histograms are based on the same set of detected features and only the weighting varies for each class. As a consequence a different distribution over the same shape words is obtained for each class as shown in Fig. 3 .
If we look at what properties color attention has, we see that it possesses both cue compactness and cue binding, since it is based on separate vocabularies for shape and color and they are combined directly at the location. As consequence, shape and color features at the same location, which provide evidence of the same class, reinforce each other. Color attention also has the possibility of cue weighting (detailed in [14] ). It also scales well with multiple cues, since increasing the number of cues does not influence the final representation size. The main disadvantage of color attention is that the image representation increases linearly with the number of classes. The properties are summarized in Table 1 .
Portmanteau Vocabularies
Portmanteau vocabularies are a special way to construct visual vocabularies [13] . They are based on the basic insight that product vocabularies (see also Fig. 2 ) combine the properties cue compactness and cue binding.
The vocabularies for shape and color are given by W s and W c with respective vocabulary sizes V s and V c . Then the product vocabulary is given by = {{w where T = V s ×V c . A disadvantage of product vocabularies is that they are very large. A typical SIFT vocabulary of 1000 combined with a color vocabulary of 100 would yield a product vocabulary of 100.000. Apart from being impractical from a memory point of view, there is also a danger of overfitting due to insufficient training data. A solution to these problems can be found by considering vocabulary compression techniques which have been presented in recent years (see e.g. [24] ). Several methods, based on information theory, provide means to fuse the visual words of the product vocabulary into a compact image representation. For Portmanteau vocabularies the DITC algorithm [24] is applied. The method fuses words based on the p ( class|w sc ij ) which is obtained from the training data. Words are joined in such a way as to minimize the drop in discriminative power. In Fig. 4 examples of local regions attributed to the same Portmanteau word are shown.
As said, image representation constructed from Portmanteau vocabularies, possess cue compactness and cue binding. They also allow for cue weighting (see [13] for details). They scale relatively well with the number of categories: the number of words used in the final representation is a user input and compact image representations have been used for problems with up to two hundred classes [13] . However, extending them to multiple cues is currently infeasible. The product vocabulary explodes even further, making the statistics for p (class|w ij ) which are at the base of the method unreliable. The properties are summarized in Table 1 . 
Challenges and Future Research
In this section, we compare the fusion methods (summarized in Table 1) , and discuss several possible directions for future research into cue fusing.
We focussed on the fusion of color and shape, but much of the discourse would be equally valid for the incorporation of other cues such as texture, optical flow, self-similarity, etc. Also for these cues cue-binding could be important, and a late fusion of the cues would lead to suboptimal results. However, late fusion remains the most common approach to join multiple feature representations, as for example in [10] . A notable exception is Li et al. [25] , who have applied the color attention method to fuse motion cues with SIFT for event detection. Late fusion is ideal for cues which are not spatial such as text annotation or audio, in which case the cue binding property is irrelevant.
Most of the first approaches to fuse color and shape were based on early fusion [6] [7] [8] , and suffered especially from the lack of cue compactness. For classes, which have color-shape independency (like cars, busses, etc) these methods often performed worse then bag-of-words based on only luminance SIFT. In principle, the finding of the best representation per class could be left to an MKL algorithm, which would automatically learn to lower the weight of early fusion representations for classes with shape-color independency, while balancing the weight of late fusion, Portmanteau and color attention-based representations.
The two methods color attention and Portmanteau vocabularies, combine the advantages of early and late fusion, namely feature binding and feature compactness. They were explicitly designed for this, and do so by using top-down information in the form of p (class|w). Extending these representations with spatial information in the form of spatial pyramids [15] way would be to estimate p (class|w, cell) but because the statistics for pyramidcells is less abundant than for images this could have negative influence on these methods. The main disadvantage for color attention, which is that its representation size scales linearly with the number of classes, makes the method unrealistic for large scale data sets. However, information theoretic methods [24] could be applied to reduce p (class|w) matrix. Also, one against all representations could be considered for color attention.
Late fusion is a very simple method to implement and only suffers from the lack of cue-binding. However, Elfiky et al. [26] have shown that within spatial pyramids the lack of cue-binding becomes less important. In a spatial pyramid representation the image is represented by histograms over local cells in the image. In the extreme case where each cell would only have a single feature late fusion would possess the cue-binding property. This can also be seen for object detection based on bag-of-words. For these methods, a several level pyramid is used and accordingly late fusion was found to obtain excellent results [27] . As a consequence, it seems that after localization of the objects which requires some form of cue binding, the actual classification of the objects could be done in a late fusion fashion together with a spatial pyramid representation.
